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Abstract

This  study  predi.cted  that  verbal   instructi.ons  are  as  effective  as

exteroceptive  feedback   (i.e. ,   visual   feedback)   in  achievi.ng  1.ncreases  and

decreases  in  heart  rate  (HR).     Previous  research  has  not  demonstrated  con-

clusi.vely  that  exterocepti.ve  feedback  provided  an  advantage  to  learning

HR  control   when  compared  to  N0  feedback  condi.tions.

The   independent  variables   i.n   this   study  were  Feedback   (Yes   and  No)

Autonomic  Awareness   (High,   Middle,   Low)   and  Sex   (Male  and   Female).      Seventy-

two  Ei,   36  male  and  36  female,  were  selected  from  200  undergraduate  stu-

dents  on  the  basis  of  scores  received  on  the  5  questions  directly  related

to  heart  rate  activity  on  the  Mandler  Autonoml.c  Perception  Questionnaire

(APQ).     Twelve  Si,   6  males   and  6  females   classifi.ed  as   High,  Middle.   or

Low  scorers   on  autonomic  awareness  were  randomly  assigned  to  one  of  two

feedback  condi.tions   (visual   feedback  and  verbal   instructions  or  No  feedback

and  verbal   instructi.ons)   constitutingtwelvegroups  of  six  Ss  each.     The

apparatus   used  to  provide  visual   feedback  was  the  VITAL   I,  a  battery  powe.red.

digital   di.splay  instrument  that  monitors  and  displays  the  human  pulse  rate

in  beats  per  minute.

A  multivari.ate  analysis   of  variance  was   utili.zed  to  analyze  the  data.

None  of  the  main  effects  or  the  1.nteractions  between  them  were  statistically

significant.     There  was  a  trend  i.n  the  predicted  directl.on  when  the  means

were  inspected.

Visual   inspection  of  the  data  revealed  that  a  few  individual   Ss  were

able  to  increase  or  decrease  heart  rate  equal   to  or  greater  than  5  beats

V

from  the  resti.ng  condi.tion.     The  data  also  revealed  that  using  the  5.
)

questions  related  to.`heart  rate  activity  to  group  §i l.n  Hl.gh,  Middle,  and

Low  Awareness  groups,  was  questionable  si.nce  Ss  who  scored  high  on  the

questions  related  to  heart  rate  did  not  score  in  the  high  range  when  the

total   questionnaire  was  consi.dered.

The  most  important  findl.ng  of  this  study  was  that  no  groups  were  able

to  produce  signi.fi.cant  i.ncreases  and  decreases  in  heart  rate.     Data  also

indl.cated  the  APQ  scores  and  ability  to  control   HR  had  no  relationship.

Discussion  of  possible  desi.gn  weaknesses   followed.

_          _ ---.----. ;T-¥iF|-;:¥a,I : ,



INTRODUCTION

Si.nce  the  mid-1960`s  an  increasi.ng  number  of  articles  dealing  wi.th

operant  conditioni.ng  and/or  self-control   of  cardiac  functi.oning  have

suggested  that  cardiovascular  disorders  can  be  treated  psychologi.cally,

via  use  of  biofeedback  paradigms,   as  well   as  pharmacologically.     Bi.ofeed-

back  as  a  treatment  aid  has  been  successfully  employed  in  the  treatments

of  essenti.al   hypertensi.on   (Shapiro,   Schwartz,   &  Tursky,1972;   Shapiro,

Tursky,   &  Schwartz,1973),   premature  ventricular  contractions   (PVCS)  where

patl.ents  were  taught  to  accelerate  and  decelerate  heart  rate   (Weiss  &.

Engel,1971),   and  to  reduce  the  frequency  and  severity  of  tension  headaches

(Budzynski,   Stoyva,  &  Adler,1970).     All   of  these  studies  suggest  that

feedback  has  and  can  be  useful   1.n  a  clini.cal   setting.

Most  of  the  studies   dealing  wi.th  control   of  heart  rate   (HR)   suggested

that  increases   i.n  HR  are  more  reliably  obtained  than  decreases  in  HR   (Engel

&  Chi.sin  1967;   Headrich,   Feather,   &  Wells,1971;   Stephens,   Harris,   &  Brady,

1972;  Wells,1972).     Furthermore,   studies  indicatedthat  the  use  of  extero-

cepti.ve  feedback,  ei.ther  audio  or  visual ,   is  a  necessary  component  of  the

bi.ofeedback  paradigm  if  cardiac  control   is   to  be  learned  (Blanchard,  Young,

&  MCLeod,1972;   Brener  &  Hothersall ,1967;   Brener,   Klei.nman,   &  Goesling,

1969;   Engel   &   Chism,1967;   Stephens,   Harris,   &  Brady,1972;   Blanchard,

Scott,   Young  &   Edmundson,1974;   Harrison   &   Raskin,1976).      Blanchard  and

Young   (1972),   i.n  their  study  of  the  relative  efficaey  of  audi.o  and  vi.sual

feedback,   found  no  statistical   advantage  for  one  sensory  modal.i.ty  over

the  other.

Extroce
a

tive  Feedback'`

Three  methods  of  sensory  feedback  have  been  employed  in  experiments

related  to  cardiac  control.     Those  are  binary,  proportional,  and  continuous

wave-fom.     Binary,  or  augmented  feedback  1.nvolves  comparing  the  interbeat

1.ntervals   (181)  of  the  heart,   the  reci.procal   of  HR,   to  some  pre-set

criterion  on  a  beat  by  beat  basis.     After  each  comparl.son,  i  is  automati-

cally  l.nformed  as  to  whether  or  not  he/she  has  met  or  exceeded  the  c+iteri,on

via   an   auditory  mode   (Brener,   Kleinman,   &  Goesling,1969),   visual   mode

(Engel   &  Chism,1967),   or  a   combination   of  the   two  modes   (Bergman   &   Johnson,

1972).     Many  of  the  studies  uti.lizing  binary  feedback  have  demonstrated

significant  increases   and  decreases   in  HR   (Bergman  &  Johnson,1972;     `

Brener,   Kleinman   &   Goesling,1969;   Engel   &   Chism,1967;   Engel    &   Hansen,

1966) .
.,

The  second  method  of  presenting  sensory  feedback,  proportional ,  pro-

vi.des  S  wi.th   di.rect  knowledge  of  HR  on  a  beat  by  beat  basis   (Blanchard  &

Young,1972;   Blanchard,   Young,   &  MCLeods   1972;   Ffmley,1971).      Proportional

feedback  can  also  be  presented  in  an  aucl'itory  or  visual  mode.     Blanchard

and   Finley  uti.lized  the  visual   mode  by  usi.ng  voltage  meters  on  whi.ch  base-

line   181  was   1.ndicated  as  the  mid-point  on  the  meter;   increases   in  HR  were

1.ndicated  by  movement  of  the  needle  to  the   right  of  center  and  HR  decreases

were  i.ndicated  by  needle  movements  left  of  center.     Utilizatl.on  of  the

audi.tory  mode  has  been  demonstrated  by  Headrich  et.   al.   (1971)  where  vari-

ations  in  tonal   pitch  informed  the  S  of  increases  or  decreases   in  HR.

Proporti.onal   feedback  differs   from  bi.navy  feedback  in  that  the  S  is  told

not  only  if  he/she   1.s   increasing/decreasing  HR,   but  also  by  h6w  much.

The  thi.rd  mode  of  presenting  cardiac  rate  i.nformation  is  by  conti.nuous-

wave   form   (Donelson,1966;   MCDani.el,1974).     A  feedback  display  of  this



type  consists  of  an  oscilloscope  which  is  tri.ggered  to  respond  only  to
®

the  high   voltage  EwaSe  of  the  EKG  wave  complex.     Usually  an   illuminated

retili.near  gradient  is  superimposed  on  the  oscilloscope  face  and  the  di.s-

tance  between   R  wave  spikes   provides  S  with  continuous  wave-form  feedback.

Instructional   Sets

Bey`gman  and  Johnson   (1971)   have  suggested  that  sensory   feedback  may

not  be  a  necessary  prerequisi.te  to  learning  self  control   of  HR.     Rather

than  provide  Ss  wi.th  exteroceptive  feedback,  they  l.nvestigated  the  effects

of  instructional   sets  on  cardiac  control.     Subjects  were  given  the  Mandler

Autonomic  Perception  Questionnaire   (APQ)   as  a  pre-trial   measure  to  determine

their  awareness   of  bodi.1y  autonomic  functioning.     On  the  basis  of  the

scores   Ss   received  on   the  APQ,   they  were  divided  into  Low,  Mi.ddle,   and

High   awareness   gy`oups.      Each   group  was   then  given   instructions   (verbal)   to

i.ncrease  HR,   then  decrease  HR,  or  instructi.ons   unrelated  to  HR.     Middle

APQ  scorers   displayed  more  control   over  HR  which  suggested  that  High  scorers

tended  to  overestimate  autonomic  responses  whereas  Low  scorers  tended  to

underesti.mate  autonomic  responses.     Overall   results  indicated  that  extero-

ceptive  feedback  did  not  have  to  be  presented  in  order  for  HR  condi.tionirig

to  Occur.

Si.nce  Bergman  and  Johnson,  other  studi.es  have.suggested  that  extero-

ceptive  feedback  is   not  necessary  to  produce  desi.red  changes.in  HR.

Levenson   (1976)   concluded  that  feedback  was  not  necessary  for  HR  control

and  that  the  addi.tion  of  feedback  produced  no  improvement  in   performance.

Manuck,   Levenson,   Henrichsen,   Gryll    (1975)   demonstrated  si.gnificant  bi-

directi.onal   HR  changes  which  did  not  support  the  hypothesis   that  feedback

is  necessary  to  obtain   voluntary  HR  control.     Blanchard,  Young,   Scott,  &

Haynes   (1974},  found  that  4  of  6  Ss   showed  an  ability  to   increase  HR  on
Or`.

instf`uctions  alone  in  the  absence  of  feedback.     The  consensus   in  biofeed-

back  does   produce  greater  HR  changes   than  no  feedback  conditions.     The

above  menti.oned  studies,  however,  do  raise  questions  of  whether  feedback

is   necessary  to  produce  desi.red  changes   in  HR.

When  taking  HR  measures,   Stroufe   (1971),   has  demonstrated  the   i.mpor-

tance  of  monitori.ng  respiration  rate   (RR)   and  respiration  depth   (RD).

He  found  that  RR  affected  only  cardiac  stability,  faster  breathing  pro-

duced  a  more  stable  cardiac  rate.     RD,   however,   affected  both  HR  level   and

vari.abi.lity.     Deep  breathing  produced  a  faster,  more  variable  HR,  whi.1e

shallow  breathing  produced  a  slower,  more  stable  HR.     Thus,   it  i.s   impor-

tant  to  ei.ther  monitor    RD  and  RR  directly  or  gi.ve  §i  instructions  to  not

alter  respiration  patterns  from  normal .

.Since  self  controlled  changes  in  HR  are  desirable  in  the  treatment

of  cardi.ac  di.sorders,   it  was  consi.dered  important  to  investigate  some  of

the   factors   related  to  HR  conditioning  when  dealing  with  awareness  of

autonomic  functioning.     The  Mandler  Autonomic  Perception  Questionnaire

(APQ)   has  been  used  in  studies  as   a  pre-test  measure  of  autonomic  awar@-

`   ness   (Mandler,   Mander,   &  Uviller91958).      In  addition   to  the   Bergman  and

Johnson  study  described  earlier,  which  identified  Ss  best  able  to  control

HR,  other  investigators  have  also  used  the  questionnaire  as  a  pre-test

measure   of  autonomic  awareness.      Blanchard,   Young,   and  MCLeod   (1972)

found  persons  less  aware  of  autonomic  activity  better  able  to  control   HR,

but   thei.r  study   did  not   include  a  mi.ddle   awareness   group.     MCFarland   (1975)

found  no   relationshi.p  between   HR  control   and  APQ  scores.     Thus,   studies

-|=J=J=_             _I-?d-`''''-`--`'r|-_.  ` -.-- err-_ _ ---. I_--_-r. r_   _ __.-__TT-rFT,i,¥-_ i



relating  HR  control   and  autonomic  awareness  have  not  demonstrated-anya
a.

conclusive  evidence  about  how  autonomi.c  awareness  affects  one's  ability

to  control   HR.

The  purpose  of  the  present  investigation  was  to  test  the  following

hypotheses.:

I.     Verbal   instructions  alone  at`e  as  effective  as  exteroceptive

feedback  in  achieving  statistically  sighi.fi`cant  increases  and  decreases

in   HR.

2.     HR  control   1.ncreases  with  successi.ve  trials.

3.     The`re  are  no  sex  differences   in  abi.1ity  to  control   HR.

4.     Middle  APQ  scorers  are  better  able  than  High  or  Low  APQ  scorers

to   i.ncrease  and  decrease  HR.

5.     The  APQ  is  an  appropri.ate  instrument  to  be  used  i.n   identifying

persons  most  capable  of  achi.eving  HR  control.

The  present  investigati.on  adds  to  the  current  li.terature  in  that

some  studies   pervi.ously  cited  1.ndicated  that  HR  control   is  maximized  by  the

uti.1ization  of  exterocepti.ve,  sensory  feedback.     In  researching  the

11.terature,  however,  it  has  not  been  demonstrated  conclusively  that  extero-

ceptive  feedback  provides  a  significant  advantage  over  instructional   sets

i.n  producing  statistically  signi.ficant  HR  changes.     If  evl.dence  can  be

produced  suggesting  that  cogni.tive  feedback  can  be  just  as  effecti.ve  as

sensory  feedback,   then  ti.me  and  expensive  equipment  can  be  elimi.nated  from

the  treatment  process.     Thus,   biofeedback  as  a  treatment  mode  would  become

more  efficacious   in  all   clinical   settings.

A  second  addi.ti.on  to  the  literature  would  be  the  demonstration  of

the  APQ  as  a  useful   tool   in  identifying  §i who  are  most  capabl.e  of  altering

HR.

6

Method

_S_u±j_e_c_I_s

Seventy-two  Si,  36  males  and  36  females,  were  selected  from  200

undengraduate  students  at  Appalachian  State  Uni.versity  on  the  basis  of

scores  received  on  the  5  questions   related  to  HR  activity  on  the  Mandler

Autononic  Perception  Questionnaire.     Twelve  Ei,  6  males  and  6  females

classified  as   High   (HA),     Mi.ddle   (MA),   or  Low   (LA)   scorers   on   autonomic

awareness  were  randonly  assi.gned  to  one  of  two  feedback  conditions

(Feedback  +  Verbal   Instructions  or  Verbal   Instructions  only)  constituting

twelve  groups  of  six  Ss   each   (see  Appendix  A).

Questl.onnaire

The  pre-trial   measure  of  autonomic  awareness  was  the  Mandler  Autononic

Perception  Questionnaire   (APQ)   (see  Appendix  D)  which   ha:  been   used  in   pre-

vious  biofeedback  research  concerned  with  the  relationship  between  auto-

nomic  awareness   and  control   of  HR.     The  Mandler  APQ  consists   of  29  questions

to  Which  §i  respond  by  making  a  mark  anywhere  along  a  line  anchored  by  a

verbal   descri.ption  at  either  end.     The  scale  is  divided  into  equal   segments

so  that  a  score  for  each  i.ten  ranges  from  0  to  a with  a  high  score  in-

dicating  more  awareness  of  function.     Five  of  the  29  questions  deal   with

awareness  of  heart  activity.     Mean  scores  from  these  5  items   (questions  9.

10,11,   23,   and  24)   were   used  to  assign  §i  to  High,  Middle,   and  Low  Aware-

ness  Groups.     Ss  i.n  the  upper  third  of  the  distribution  were  identi.fied  as

HA,  S±  in  the  middle   third  as  MA,   and  SS   I.n   the   lower  third  LA.     Ss  were

then  selected  from  the  three  groups  and  randomly  assigned  to  the  two  feed-

back  conditions.

Apparatus

The  apparatus   used  in  the  experiment  was  the  Vital   I,  made  by  the

Medi.tron   Instrument  Corporation,  which  is  a  portable,lightweight,  battery
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powered,   digital   display  instrument  that  monitors  and  displays  the  human

pulse  rate  in-beats  per  minute.     A  readout  of  beats  per  minute  is  dis-

played  every  eighth  heart  beat  on  a  bright  red  7  segment   .63  inch  hi.gh

display.

The  apparatus  comes  with  a  finger  clip  which  contains  a  sensor.     The

sensor  that  generates  the  signal   contains  a  light  source  that  reflects

off  the  blood  capillaries  with  each  beat  of  the  heart  and  is  captured  by

a  photo-sensor.     This  sensor  generates  a  pulse  each  time  it  receives  a

strong  reflection.     The  heart  beats  detected  dy  the  sensor  in  the  fi.nger  clip

are  analyzed  by  a  computing  circuit  and  displayed  l.n  a  digi.tal   fashion.

The  accuraey  of  the  instrument  i.s  I  one  heart  beat  per  minute.

Ss  sat  in  a  comfortable  chair  and  were  verbally  cued  to  increase

HR,   decrease  Hr,  or  rest.     E  manually  recorded  the  digi.tal   readouts  of

heartbeats  per  minute  and  time  1.ntervals  were  kept  on  a  stopwatch.

Desig_n

The  experiment  uti.lized  a  3  X  2  X  2  X   3  mixed  factori.al   design.

The  between  S  variables  consisted  of  three  levels  of  autonomic  perception

(HA,   MA,   and  LA),   two  levels  of  feedback   (sensory  feedback  +  verbal   instruc-

tions  and  verbal   instructions  only)   two  levels  of  sex  (male  and  female),

and  three  conditions  of  HR   (increase,   rest,   decrease).     The  wi.thin  S  variable

was   10  trials,   each  consisti.ng  of  a   1   minute  cue-on  period  followed  by  a   1

minutecue-off period   (rest).     There  were  5  trials  increasi.ng  HR  and  5  trials

decreasing  HR.     Increase  and  decrease  cues  were  randomly  ordered.     A  base-

1i.ne  HR  was  determined  by  computing  a  mean   for  the   3  mi.nute   baseline

period  and  the  ni.ne  1  minute  resting  conditi.ons   (intertrial   intervals).

The  average  HR  per  minute  difference  score  between  the  increase/decrease
®

condi.tions  and  the  me-an  baseline  HR  for  each  trial   constituted  the  depen-

dent  measure.     RR  and   RD  was  monitored   visually  by  E,   but  not  recorded.

Ss  were  instructed  to  breathe  normally.

Procedure

Ss  were  brought  1.ndi.vidually  into  a  pri.vate  office  which  was   di.mly

lighted  and  sound  proofed  agai.nst  outside  noises.     They  were  seated  in  a

comfortable  fabric  recli.ner.     The  index  finger   (2nd  fi.nger)   on  the  ri.ght

hand  of  each  S  was  scrubbed  with   isopropanol   and  the  fingerclip  sensor

of  the  Vital   I  was  attached  taki.ng  care  that  the  sensor  was  secure  over

the  curved  fleshy  portion  of  the  fi.nger  between  the  first  and  second  joints.

Ss  were  then  given  written   instructi.ons   to  decrease  HP`,   increase  inR>

or  rest  when  given  the  verbal   cue  to  do  so.     The  only  difference  between

the  instructions  gi.ven  to  the  feedback  +  instructions  and  the  instructions

only  group  was  that  the  fi.rst  group  would  be  i.nformed  of  thei.r  progress

by  a  visual   display  that  would  give  them  an  average  HR  per  minute  read-out

every  eighth  heartbeat.     The  instructions  were  adapted  from  those  used

in  a  previous   study  by  Bergman  and  Johnson   (1971)`   (see  Appendix).     §i

in  the  feedback  +  instructions  group  were  positicmed  to  see  the  digital

di.splay,  whi.1e  the  Vital   I  was   posi.tioned  so  that  Ss   in  the  no  feedback

condi.tion  could  not  see  the  visual   display.

E  sat  behind  the §iduring  the  experimental   tri.als  and  recorded  the

average  heartbeats  per  minute  as   they  appeared  on  the  Vital   I.     E  also

recorded  ti.me  intervals  with  a  stopwatch.
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Resul ts

»

The  dependent  measure  employed  in  the  present  investigation  was  the

difference  score,   in  aver.age  heartbeats  per  minute,  between  increase/

decrease  condl.tions  and  the  mean  baseline  HR  for  each  trial.     The  dependent`

variable  results.  were  analyzed  in  a  2  X   3  X  2  X  3  multivariate  analysi.s  of

vari.ance.     The  independent  variables  were  feedback   (Yes   and  No)   Autonomic

Perception  Questionnaire  scores   (Hi.gh,   Middle,   and  Low  Awareness  of  HR

changes),   and  Sex   (male  and   female).     There  were   31evels  of  the   dependent

variable   (increase,   rest,   and  decrease).

The  main  effects  of  feedback,   awareness,   and  sex  were  not  si.ghifi-cant.

These  results  i.ndi.cate  that  the  independent  variables  had  no  relationship  to

the  Ss  ability  to  I.ncrease  or  decrease  HR.     The  interactions  between  the

independent  variables  were  also  found  to  be  not  significant.     Table  summaries

of  the  analysis   of  variance  are   in  Appendix  A,   Tables   i,   2,   3,   and  4.     Mean

Scores   for  all   groups   are  i.n  Appendix  8,  Tables  5,   6,   7.

Discussion

Hypothesi.s  number  one  which  predicted  that  verbal   i.nstructl.ons  alone

are  as  effective  as  exteroceptive  feedback  in  achieving  statisti.cally

signi.ficant  increases  and  decreases   in  HR  was  not  supported  by  the  data.

There  were  no  differences  in  Ss  ability  to  increase  or  decrease  HR  regardless

of  the  beedfack  condition.     There  was  a  trend  in  the  predicted  direction

of  increasing  and  decreasi.ng  but  no  difference  in  feedback  conditions.

Thi.s  fi.nding  di.ffers  from  most  of  the  previ.ous  research  which  suggest  that

feedback  enhances  Ss  abi.1ity  to  achieve  significant  changes   i.n  HR  control ,

particularly  increases  in  HR.     One  main  different  between  the .present  investi-

gation  and  previous  studies  was  the  length.  of  each  trial   that  Si tri.ed  to

produce  increases  and  decreases  in  HR.     The  trials  in  previous   research

were  longer,1   minute  to  60  minutes,  and  there  were  multiple  traini.ng

sessions,  whereas  the  trials  in  the  present  study  were  1  ml.nute  trials.

One  minute  is  possi.bly  too  short  a  time  period  for  Ss  to  effectively  pro-

duce  significant  HR  changes.

The  second  hypothesis  whl.ch  predicted  that  HR  control   is   l.ncreased

with  successive  trials  was  not  supported  by  the  data. `   There  was  a  trend

however  in  the  predicted  direction  for  decreasi.ng  tri.als.     Ss   inabili.ty

to  i.mprove  over  trials  is  probably  also  related  to  the  shortness  of  the

tri al s .

Hypothesi.s   3,  which  predicted  no  sex  differences   in  abili.ty  to

increase  and  decrease  HR  was   supported  by  the  data.     The  sex  vari.able  has

not  been  explored  in  previous  research  as  the  number  of  Ss   in  other  research

has  been  relatively  small.

Hypothesis   4,  whi.ch  predicted  that  Middle  APQ  scores.are  better  able

than  High  or  Low  APQ  scorers  to  i.ncrease  and  decrease  HR9  was  not  supported

by  the  data.     This  findi.ng  was   consistent  with  the  data  of  MCFarland   (1975)

who  found  no  relationship  between   ability''  to  control   HR  arld  APQ  scores.

The  final   hypothesi.s  which  predicted  that  the  Mandler  Autonomic

Awareness  Questionnaire  i.s  an  appropriate  i.nstrument  to  be  used  in  identi-

fyl.ng  persons  most  capable  of  achieving  HR  control  was  not  supported  by

the  data.      In  the  present  i.nvestigati.on  Ss  were  di.vided  1.nto  High,  Middle,   .

and  Low  Away`eness  groups  based  on  scores  received  on  the  5  questions   per-

taining  to  HR  awareness  as  opposed  to  the  entire  test  of  29  questi.ons,

which  covar  other  autonomic  functions.     The  data  suggested  that  Ss  cannot
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be  grouped  accordl.ng  to  autonomic  awareness  on  the  basis  of  the  5,questions

pertai.ming  only  to  HR.:     A  look  at  the  mean  scores   for  the  questl.ons

relati.ng  to  HR  and  the  mean  scores  for  the  total   questl.onnaire  (see

Appendix  8  Tables  8  and  9)   show  that  i  assigned  to  the  High  Awareness

group  on  the  basl.s  of  thei.r  scores  on  the  questions  related  to  HR,   did

not  score  high  enough  on  the  total   questionnaire  to  be  grouped  in  the

High  Awareness   group.     The  Middle   and  Low  Awareness  groups  scored   in

the  middle  and  low  ranges  on  the  total   questionnai.re  which  indl.cates  that

they  were  accurately  i.dentified  by  the  5  HR  questions.

Anhypothesis  as   to  why  the  High  Awareness  group  did  not  score  high

when  the  total   questionnaire  was  considered  is  that -these  §s  may  attend

so  hi.ghly  to  changes   1.n  HR  activi.ty  when  under  stress,   that  they  do  nc;t

recogni.ze  changes   in  other  parts  of  the  autonomi.c  nervous  system.     It  i.s

highly  unli.kely  that  only  one  autonomic  system,   such  as  HR,   i.s  effected

under  stress.     The  reason  that  SS  attend  specifi.cally  to  changes   in  HR  is

probably  because  of  the  associati.ons  of  fear,  nervousness,   and  anxiousness

wi.th   changes   in  HR  acti.vity.

Some  indivi.dual  §s  were  able  to  produce  i.ncrease  or  decreases  in

HR  that  were  greater  than  5  hearbeats  di.fference  from  the  restl.ng  condi.tion

(Appendix  8  Table  10).     The  greatest  changes  were  l.n  the  l.ncreasing  di.rec-

ti.on.     There  were  no  1.denti.fiable  di.fference   i.n  these  individuals.     Thi.s

particular  fi.nding  suggests  the  need  for  some  type  of  personal   history

data  to  be  collected  from  S  prior  to  the  study  to  rule  out  the  possibility

of  contaminati.ng  the  study  with  §±  trained  in  self  trypnosis,   relaxation

traini.ng,  yoga,  or  some  other  form  of  traini.ng  that  would  facilitate  con-

trol   of  the  autonomic  nervous  system.     These  data  were  not  recorded  in  the

presentinvestigati.on.

T2

Other  variables  not  considered  i.n  the  present  investl.gation  were  time
E=

since.1astmeal   or  sna`Ck,   smoking  and  consumption  of  alcohol.      It  is  possible

that  these  vari.ables  confounded  the  results  since  there  1.s  a  direct  physio-

logical   response  by  the  autonomic  nervous  system  to  eatl.ng,  drinking,   and

smoking  behavior.     These  variables  need  to  be  controlled  via  per-experi.mental

instructions  to  Ss.

The  major  desi.gn  problem  with  the  present  investi.gati.on  was  the  I.n-

abi.1ity  of  E  to  control   RR  and  RD  by  pacing  or  statistical  methods.     There

was  no  equipment  available  to  moni.tor  these  two  1.mportant  respl.ratory

patterns  that  were  discussed  earli.er.

The  use  of  the  Vital   I   is  also  questi.onable  since  it  is  sensitive

to  sli.ght  hand  movements.     The  major  drawback  in  using  the  Vital   I   is  .that

it  i.s  virtually  impossi.ble  for  Ss  to  move  around  to  get  themselves  more

comfortable.     Therefore,   1.f  Ss  become  uncomfortable  they  may  attend  to

being  uncomfortable  rather  than  concentrating  on  control   of  HR.   .

Several   impli.cations  for  further  research  are  suggested  from  this

study.     A  similar  study  needs  to  be  conducted  that  would  increase  the  length

of  each  trial,  preferably  to  at  least  5  minutes,  and  the  total  number  of

trails  to  a  mi.nimum  of  10  for  each  condition.     Other  areas  to  investigate

are  uses  of  other  questionnaires  to  measure  autonomic  awareness  and  its

relati.onshi.p  to  ability  to  control   HR.     Studi.es  of  HR  control   need  to  be

conducted  comparing  the  abi.1ity  of  Ss  trained  l.n  meditation,  yoga,  and

other  forms  of  self-hypnosi.s  or  relaxation  to  Ss  who  have  no  training.     A

fi.nal   i.nteresting  area  to  explore  would  be  the  types  of  thoughts  indivi.dual

Ss   use  to  control   certain  autonomi.c  responses  si.nce  they`e  was   evidence  1.n

the  present  investi.gation  that  1.ndi.cated  some  Ss  were  able  to  achieve  fairly

large  bidirectional   changes   I.n   HR.
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APPENDIX    E

Mandler  Autonomi.c  Perception  Questionnaire

For  each  question  there  is  a  11.ne  or  scale  on  the  ends  of  which  are

statements  of  extreme  feelings  or  atti.tudes.     You  are  requl.red  to  put  a

mark   (X)  on  that  point  on  the  line  whi.ch  you  thi.nk  best  1.ndicates  the

state  of  your  feeling  or  attitude  about  the  particular  question.     You  may

put  the  mark  anywhere  on  the  line.     Please  read  each  questl.on  in  each

scale  very  carefully.     You  will   have  ample  ti.me  to  consi.der  each  question

at  length.

You  may  fi.nd  i.f  difficult  to  answer  some  of  these  questions.     This

is  because  people  differ  wi.dely  in  their  emoti.onal   experiences.     It  is

this  variation  in  individual   experiences  which  we  are  tryi.ng  to  assess.

Therefore,   1.t  is  extremely  important  that  you  give  as  much  thought  as

possible  to  each  of  your  answers.     When  you  find  it  diffi.cult  to  mark  a

parti.cular  scale,  use  your  best  possible  estimate  of  how  you  might  feelo

There  are  no  catch  questi.ons  in  this  questionnaire.     Its  success

depends  entirely  upon  your  cooperation.

30

THINK   ABOUT    EACH   QUESTION    CAREFULLY    BEFORE   YOU   ANSWER.       REMEMBER,    YOU   MAY

PUT   THE   MARK  ANYWHERE.  ON   THE    LINE.

When  you  feel   anxious,   are  you  aware  of  many  bodl.1y  reactions?

Aware  of  very  many Aware  of  very  few

2.     When  you  feel   anxious,   how  often  are  you  aware  of  your  bodily
reactions?

Always

3.     When  you  feel   anxious,  does  your  face  become  hot?

Never

Becones  very  hotDoes  not  change

4.     When  you  feel   anxious,   do  your  hands   become  cold?

No   change

5.     When  you  feel   anxi.ous,   do  you   perspi.re?

9

Very  cold

A  great  deal

When  you  feel   anxious,   does  your  mouth  become  dry?

Not  at  all

Always Never

When  you  feel   anxious,  are  you  aware  of  increased  muscle  tension?

A  great  deal
of  tension

No  increased  tensi.on

8.     When  you  feel   anxi.ous,   do  you  get  a  headache?

Always Never
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THINK   ABOUT    EACH   QUESTION   CAREFULLY    BEFORE   YOU   ANSWER.        REMEMBER,    YOU   MAY

PUT   THE   MARK  FANYWHERE.  ON   THE    LINE.

9.     When  you  feel   anxious,  how  often  are  you  aware  of  any  change  in  your
heart  acti.on?

09
Never Always

10.     When  you  feel   anxious,  do  you  experience  accelerated  heart  beat?

09
No  change Great accel erati on

11.     When  you  feel   anxi.ous,  does  the  intensity  of  your  heart  beat
increase?

09
Does.  not  change Increases to

extreme  poundi.ng

12.     When  you  feel   anxious,   how  often  are  you  aware  of  change  in  your
breathi.ng?

90
Always

13.     When  you  feel   anxious,  does  your  breathing  become  more  rapid?

0
No  change

Never

Very  rapi

14.     When  you  feel   anxious,   do  you  breathe  more  deeply?

9
Much  more  deeply

15.     When  you  feel   anxious,   do  you   breathe  more  shallowly?

9

No  change

Much  more  shallowly No  change
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THINK   ABOUT   EACH   QUESTION    CAREFULLY   BEFORE   YOU   ANSWER.       REMEMBER,    YOU   MAY

PUT   THE   MARK   `ANYWHERE..ON   THE    LINE.

16.     When  you  feel   anxious,  do  you  feel   as   i.f  blood  rushes  to  your  head?

90
Always Never

17.     When  you  feel   anxious,  do  you  get  a  lump  in  your  throat  or  a
choked-up  feel ing?

9
Always

18.     When  you  feel   anxious,   does  your  stomach  get  upset?

0
Not  at  all Very  upset

19.     When  you  feel   anxi.ous,   do  you  get  a  sl.nking  or  heavy  feeling  i.n  your
stomach?

09'
Never

20.     When  you   feel   anxi.ous,  do  you   have  any  difficulty  talking?

0
Never

Always

9
Always

21.     When  you  feel   anxious,  are  you  bothered  by  your  bodl.1y  reactions?

9
very  much

22.     When  you   feel   happy,   are  you  aware  of  many  bodily  reactions?

9

at  all

Aware  of  very  many Alware  of  very  i en

___`'=Tr`.,::::Tsl¥:=,:i'._I:I:
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THINK   ABOUT   EACH   QUESTION    CAREFULLY   BEFORE   YOU   ANSWER.        REMEMBER,    YOU   MAY

PUT   THE   MARK   -ANYWHERE.  ON   THE    LINE.

23.     When  you  feel   happy    are  you  aware  of  any  change  l.n  your  heart
action?

9
Always Never

24.     When  you  feel   happy,  do  you  experience  accelerated  heart  beat?

0
No  change

25.     When  you  feel   happy,   does  your  face  become  hot?

0

Great accel era ti on

Does   not  change Becomes  very  hot

26.     When  you  feel   happy,   do  you   ever  feel   week  or  shaky?

9
Always Never

27.     When  you  feel   happy,   do  you  get  a  lump  in  your  throat  or  a  choked-up
feell'ng?

90
Always Never

28.     When  you  feel   happy,   do  you   have  difficulty  taTkl.ng?

09
Never

29. Do  you  thi.nk  in  general   that  thl.s  type  of  questl.onnai.re  is  valuable
in  appraisi.ng   individual   di.fferences   i.n  emotional   experiences?

90
Very  valuable Not  very

valuable
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THINK   ABOUT   EACH   QUESTION   CAREFULLY   BEFORE   YOU   ANSWER.       REMEMBER,    YOU   MAY

PUT   THE   MARK   ANYWHERE   0N   THE    LINE.

30.     How  adequately  do  you  think  that  the  preceding  questl.ons  have
ell.cited  a  picture  of  your  own  emotional   experiences?

9
Very  adequately Very  i
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APPENDIX

Instructi.ons  to  Increase. and  Decrease  HR

Feedback  Group

This  study  deals  with  controlling  your  heart  rate.     Some  people  can

increase  or  decrease  their  heart  rate  when  given  a  signal   to  do  so.

Controlli.ng  your  heart  rate  i.s  possible  if  you  concentrate  on  your

heart  and  try  very  hard  to  make  your  heart  rate  faster  or  slower.     In

thi.s  experiment,  you  will   be  gi.ven  a  verbal   cue  by  the  experimenter  to

el.ther  increase  or  decrease  your  heart  rate.     When  gl.yen  the  cue,   I  want

you  to  try  and  make  your  heart  go  faster  or  slower,  depending  on  the.cue

gi.ven.     There  will   be  a  number  of  verbal   cues  to  ei.ther  increase  or  de-

crease  your  heart  rate.     You  can  monitor  your  progress  by  looking  at  the

di.gital   di.splay  1.nstrument  in  front  of  you  which  wi.11   periodically  give

you  an  average  heart  beats  per  minute  readout.     After  each  verbal  cue  to

1.ncrease  or  decrease.your  heart  rate.  you  will   hear  the  verbal  cue  to

rest.     During  the  rest  period.   I  want  you  to  stop  trying  to  change  your

heart  rate  and  relax  until   gi.ven  another  cue  to  increase  or  decrease.

You  will  notice  that  as  the  experiment  progresses,  your  abl.lity  to  con-

trol  your  heart  rate  wi.11   improve  with  each  successive  trial.     Please

do  not  alter  your  breathi.ng  from  normal.     Do  you  have  any  questi.ons  be-

fore  we  begi.n?    There  will   be  a  3  minute  adaptation  period  before  we

actually  begin.

On

Instructions  to  Increase  and  Decrease  HR

No  Feedback  Group
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This  study  deals  with  controlli.ng  your  heart  rate.     Some  people  can

increase  or  decrease  their  heart  rate  when  given  a  signal   to  do  so.

Controlll.ng  your  heart  rate  is  possible  if  you  concentrate  on  your

heart  and  try  very  hard  to  make  your  heart  fate  faster  or  slower.     In

thl.s  experi.ment,  you  wi.11   be  given  a  verbal   cue  by  the  experimenter  to

either  increase  or  decrease  your  heart  rate.     When  given  the  cue,   I  want

you  to  try  and  make  your  heart  go  faster  or  slower,  dependi.ng  on  the  cue

given.     There  will   be  a  number  of  verbal   cues  to  either  increase  or  de-

crease  your  heart  rate.     After  each  verbal  cue  to  increase  or  .decrease

your  heart  rate,  you  will   hear  the  verbal  cue.to  rest.     During  the  rest

period,   I  want  you  to  stop  trying  to  change  your  heart  rate  and  relax

until   given  another  cue  to  1.ncrease  or  decrease.     You  will   notice  that

as  the  experiment  progresses,  your  ability  to  control  your  heart  rate

wl.1l   improve  with  each  successive  trial.     Please  do  not  alter  your

breathi.ng  from  normal.     Do  you  have  any  questions  before  we  beoin?

There  will   be  a  3  mi.mute  adaptation  period  before  we  actually  begin.
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